We present two different optimal control problem formulations that can be used to solve various trajectory planning scenarios of an Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV). It is less a study of trajectory planning than it is an analysis of the optimal control planning method itself. Numerous issues regarding vehicle modeling, obstacle modeling and computational complexity are discussed. The results and recommendations presented in this work are quite simple concepts, but have not been covered in the literature of trajectory planning to the knowledge of the co-authors. Simulation results illustrate successful implementation in various scenarios.
I. Introduction
Autonomous trajectory planning of unmanned vehicles has been one of the main goals in robotics for several years. In recent years, this problem has become particularly important as a result of rapid growth in its applications to both military and civilian missions. Various control methods have been proposed and examined for autonomous guidance and control of unmanned vehicles. 1, 2 There are two approaches to optimal trajectory planning for a dynamic system: The decoupled approach and the direct approach. The decoupled approach involves first searching for a path (using a path planner) and then finding a time-optimal time scaling for the control solution on the path subject to the actuator limits. The direct approach searches for the optimal control trajectory directly within the system's state space. 2 Optimal Control Trajectory Planning using Numerical Optimization, as described in Ref. 2 , is a direct approach to the complete motion-planning problem, which determines the path to the target by searching for the optimal control trajectory within the vehicle's state space. The result is the complete state space and control solution from start to goal. The basic concept of how optimal path planning works follows from Refs. 2 and 3. The planner is given the kinodynamic equations of the vehicle, the obstacles' approximate location and geometry (to be coded into smooth path constraint functions), and the mission's cost function. The kinodynamic equations can also be viewed as constraints (similar to the obstacles), defining the relationship between the vehicle state and the control input. The actual obstacles' geometry need not be smooth, but the constraints used to mathematically define the obstacles must be made up of one or more smooth functions. The Optimal Control technique finds a solution to the state equations that takes the vehicle from the initial state at time zero to the final state at the final time, while avoiding obstacles, obeying vehicle state and control limits, and minimizing the cost function. The cost function can be any function of state variables, control variables and time, as long as it is sufficiently smooth (i.e. continuous and differentiable). Recent advances in optimal control and numerical optimization tools have made the method a viable tool for many applications. References 4-11 solve various path planning problems using Optimal Control with numerical optimization in a feedback control algorithm. In Refs. 4, 7, 8, 9 , 10, 11 the use of optimal control in a feedback form using a bias that is obtained autonomously is demonstrated on a Reusable Launch Vehicle, a tricycle, an Unmanned Ground Vehicle, an Unmanned Air Vehicle, and a spacecraft. In reference to the computational speed (cost), it has been shown in Refs. 4-11 that the use of a bias to help steer the solution trajectory speeds up the run times significantly from seconds to fractions of a second. So the bias does not just aid in achieving feasible solutions, but also speeds up the solution process considerably. Also, advancements in sparse linear algebra, development of new algorithms, and improved computer processor speeds have made solving optimization problems relatively easy and fast. 7 Recent applications of real-time optimal control 4-11 have proven to be very promising in facilitating feedback solutions to complex nonlinear systems. This paper presents two different optimal control problem formulations that can be used to solve various trajectory planning scenarios of an Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV). It is less a study of trajectory planning than it is an analysis of the optimal control planning method itself. First, the modeling of the UGV is presented along with some alterations that make the model more useful to the optimal control technique and to real UGVs. The complete optimal control problem formulation along with all verification and validation steps is then presented. Numerous observations are then investigated regarding vehicle orientations, endpoint constraints, obstacle modeling and avoidance, and computational complexity. Simulation results illustrate successful implementation of optimal control trajectory planning in various scenarios. Finally, the conclusions are presented.
II. The Four-Wheeled Car
The four-wheeled car system (UGV) discussed in this work has rear-wheel drive and front-wheel steering. It uses the Ackerman steering configuration common to the standard automobile. This configuration assumes all the wheels turn around the same point (rotation center) which is colinear with the rear axle of the car. Only the front wheels are capable of turning and the back wheels must roll without slipping. 1 This vehicle model is the first nonholonomic system ever studied in robotics. 12 In the world of autonomous vehicles, it is not so prevalent, because there are many designs that provide greater mobility than the standard four-wheeled car. The model in this work requires a parking-type maneuver to move sideways; i.e. a repeated change in direction while switching between forward and backward motion.
The nonholonomic constrained motion inherent in the four-wheeled car system is the biggest reason why it is the system of choice for this work. If autonomous trajectory planning can be achieved on this system, then it can be achieved on any less constrained system. Some other, simpler, versions of the four-wheel car have been used for experimentation in path planning. The Reeds-Shepp car 13 severely limits the velocity choices by bounding velocity to 1 v = . It is capable of only maximum forward or maximum reverse speeds. The Dubins vehicle 14 limits velocity even further to v=1, thus only allowing maximum forward speed.
The standard kinematic car model 1, 2, 4 that is used in this work is shown in the remainder of section II. Figure 1 shows the model configuration. 4 L is the length of the car between the front and rear axles. is the instantaneous turning radius. The state vector is composed of two position variables (x,y) and an orientation variable (θ ). The x-y position of the car is measured at the center point of the rear axle. The control vector consists of the vehicle's velocity (v) and the angle of the front wheels (ϕ ) with respect to the car's heading. Using the fact that tan( ) 
It is very important to note that the problem formulation using , v ϕ as the control vector results in a control solution that is not smooth. It is also true that in an actual vehicle the speed and wheel angle cannot change instantaneously.
For these reasons, in order to smooth out the controls ( , v ϕ ) and to be able to apply the results of this work to an actual vehicle in the future, an added level of control was included. In other words, , 
III. Optimal Control Framework for Four-Wheeled Car Path Planning
The basic framework of optimal control problem formulation/analysis was taken from Refs. 3, 15, 16. In order to formulate the optimal control problem we must first derive the vehicle dynamic model (Section II) and then establish the vehicle parameters, the state and control limits, the constraints, the cost function, and the desired task. The vehicle parameter that is needed is the length (L) between the front and rear axles of the vehicle. Unless stated otherwise, the distance between the axles will be half a meter, or 0.5 L m = :
A. Optimal Control Problem Statement The vehicle's task will be to move sideways to the right 1m (from 
B. Verification and Validation
The optimal control problem of section III.A was solved numerically using DIDO 15 . A 100 node solution was obtained, and the overall maneuver time (which is to say the overall cost, since it is a minimum time problem) was 8.07 sec. Figure 2 shows the complete maneuver, while Figures 3 and 4 show the state and control trajectories respectively. The Minimum Principle converts the infinite dimensional optimal control problem to an instantaneous finite dimensional mathematical programming problem in the control parameter u. 16 This can be numerically solved using DIDO 15 to generate an extremal. Validating this extremal as the locally optimal solution is difficult, but can be done by first showing the feasibility of the generated solution, then verifying Pontryagin's Principle, and finally verifying Bellman's Principle.
The purpose of this section is to show (using feasibility, Pontryagin's Minimum Principle, and Bellman's Principle) that the extremal solution obtained above is the locally optimal solution. Notice the non-smoothness of the control variables in Figure 4 . This is why an added layer of control was included, resulting in , According to Pontryagin's Minimum Principle, the following five necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for optimality must be met: The Adjoint Equation, the Hamiltonian Minimization Condition, the Transversality Condition, the Hamiltonian Value Condition and the Hamiltonian Evolution Equation. In order to verify these conditions, we must first define the Hamiltonian (H). The general form is:
For the current problem this results in:
The Hamiltonian Minimization Condition (HMC) minimizes H with respect to u while holding λ and x constant.
The HMC formulation appears in equation set (7) .
h x t u t t h ≤ ≤
We must take into account the path constraints that are a function of u. We do this by finding the Lagrangian of the
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for the covectors, μ , follow as:
U h x u t h h h x u t h h x u t h
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The KKT conditions, equation set (10), require the state and control covectors ( μ ) to be less than or equal to zero when their corresponding variable is at its minimum, greater than or equal to zero when at its maximum, and equal to zero when their corresponding variable is within the minimum/maximum range. From Figure 3 it can be seen that all the state variables (except v) stay within their limits. Figure 7 shows that all the state covectors (except v The costate ( λ ) must satisfy equation (13) The next step is to evaluate the Endpoint Lagrangian ( E ), which in its general form is defined in equation (15).
Evaluating the Endpoint Lagrangian ( E ) for the current problem results in: 
E t t x t y t t v t t x t y t t v t t
The Endpoint Lagrangian is used to establish the Transversality Condition, which is given here in its general form as equation (17) . The final step in determining the current extremal as the locally optimal solution is to verify Bellman's Principle. Bellman's Principle of optimality simply states that given an optimal trajectory from point A to point B, and a point C lying on that trajectory, the cost to go from A to C plus the cost from C to B will equal the cost from A to B. Likewise, the independently generated trajectories from A to C plus C to B will be identical to the trajectory from A to B. Bellman's Principle can be verified by picking one or more points along the optimal trajectory and showing that the pieces add up to the whole, both in the cost of the maneuver and in the actual trajectory. The original trajectory was split up near the 4 second point and the original problem was split into two problems, a first half problem and a second half problem. The two halves were then combined to show an overall trajectory. This overall trajectory was then compared to the original trajectory. Figure 15 shows the x vs y trajectory of the original problem with the 1 st half and 2 nd half problems superimposed on the same graph; and it can be seen that the pieces add up to the whole. The same holds true for the remaining states , , v θ ϕ as shown in Figure 16 . The cost of the 1 st half problem was 3.97; the cost of the 2 nd half problem was 4.10; and adding the 1 st and 2 nd half costs comes out to 8.07, which exactly matches the original problem cost. The verification and validation steps performed in this section will be performed throughout this work, on all problems and scenarios, so as to maintain the validity of the DIDO generated optimal solutions. However, the verification and validation results will not be displayed unless they offer additional information that is useful in the presentation of this research.
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IV. Modeling Issues and Observations
A. Vehicle Orientations and Endpoint Constraints
It is worth discussing here how the vehicle's orientation at the start and finish of a maneuver can affect the planned trajectory. Figure 17 shows the trajectory the vehicle would follow if the desired maneuver was to simply have the vehicle turn around. In this case the vehicle's initial and final conditions are: 
The problem was solved using a 50 node solution and the maneuver time (cost) was 11.48 sec. The trajectory can be flipped by requiring f θ π = − , shown in Figure 18 without the vehicle drawn on top. 
A 50 node solution was used and the maneuver time was 16.29 sec. The trajectory is shown in Figure 20 . It can be seen from the above discussions that there is more than one extremal (locally optimal solution) that will solve the problem of maneuvering the vehicle from one orientation/location to another. The solution depends largely on how the vehicle's orientation is defined at the start and finish of its maneuver. There are many different ways to define the vehicle's orientation, and each one can produce a different answer. These concepts must be kept in mind when conducting trajectory planning.
B. Obstacle Avoidance
It was described earlier that all functions and equations used to formulate the Optimal Control problem must be continuous and differentiable. This translates to the need for describing obstacles with smooth functions. The obstacles themselves need not be smooth, but the functions used to define the obstacle boundaries must be made up of one or more smooth equations. For this reason, obstacle boundaries need not be defined exactly, but can be approximated using one or more simple shapes.
Most path planning works in the literature are concerned more with the planning method algorithm than with the development of good obstacle functions, therefore, when defining obstacles algebraically they keep it as simple as possible by using circles (in two dimensions) and spheres (in three dimensions). In Refs. 17 and 18 all obstacles are defined as points with circular danger and avoidance areas. In other words, the boundaries are circular and easy to define. Reference 2 describes how to model the boundaries of obstacles using polygonal shapes.
The obstacle modeling in this work uses the p-norm and was developed in Refs. 4, 8, 9, 10 . Using the p-norm, one can easily model any square, rectangle, circle, or ellipse. These shapes are all that is needed in path planning since the boundary of any obstacle can be modeled by fitting one or more of those shapes around it. Modeling an obstacle's exact shape and size is too complex and highly unnecessary. Equation (26) 
The variables 
x t y t h x t y t
It follows that corresponds to the space inside the obstacle and indicates the area outside the obstacle and therefore is the desired constraint. Maintaining can produce very large numbers, which throws the problem out of scale and makes it difficult to solve numerically. Rearranging equation (27) and taking the natural log of both sides results in equation (28), which is the desired path constraint that fits in the Optimal Control problem formulation. This scales down the path constraint of the obstacle and balances out the problem formulation.
The obstacle avoidance problem of Figure 22 was solved using a 60 node solution. The overall maneuver time (cost) was 23.13 sec. The path constraint of the obstacle in this problem does not change the Hamiltonian of equation (6), but it does add a term, 1 1 h h μ , to the Lagrangian of the Hamiltonian in equation (9) . The problem has state and control covectors as before, but now it also has a path covector, can change when touching the obstacle, as shown in Figure 24 . There are no other significant changes from previous formulations that would provide any more useful interpretations. The trajectory shown in Figure 22 is the locally optimal solution since it meets Pontryagin's Minimum Principle, and it satisfies Bellman's Principle and feasibility.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics The only problem with the obstacle avoidance solution discussed above is the fact that the vehicle touches the obstacle. This is due to the fact that the solution allows for the touching of obstacles (the equality in the constraint), and because it is a point mass model and does not take into account the size of the vehicle. In order to clear the obstacle and avoid contact, a buffer can be added to the path constraint which effectively increases the obstacle boundary by an amount that accounts for the size of the vehicle and will thereby not allow the vehicle to come in contact with the obstacle. For future scenarios, all path constraints will have a 0.5m buffer added around the outside edge of the obstacle boundary. For the obstacle avoidance problem in this section, equation (28) 
The resulting trajectory, Figure 25 , shows the vehicle clearing the obstacle. The overall maneuver time (cost) was 23.85 sec. The expansion of the obstacle in the problem formulation is shown here as a dotted line around the actual obstacle. In future scenarios, the expanded obstacles will be included as dotted lines (when needed for clarity). 
C. Computational Complexity
The biggest concern in solving Optimal Control problems is the computational complexity, because this can create run times that would preclude the use of this technique in real-time. The more complex the problem is to solve (such as an obstacle rich environment), the longer the run time will be to provide a trajectory for the vehicle. It has already been stated that one of the advantages to providing a bias is that it speeds up the problem formulation considerably from seconds to fractions of a second. It has also been postulated that solution speeds can be increased 100 times simply by optimizing the code, eliminating the Windows and MATLAB overhead 6 , advancements in sparse linear algebra, full implementation of spectral algorithms, and improving computer processor speeds. 7 Studying the viability of the Optimal Control method in real-time for a UGV begins by keeping two concepts in mind. First, for a relatively slow UGV (max speed of 1 m/s), it has been proposed that run times of less than 0.5 stead of a factor of 100. Th w enough to facilitate rea ent of Figure 26 was chosen as the scenario to be solved. The vehicle's initial and final conditions were as follows:
seconds would be sufficient for real-time operation. 19 Second, with the advancements and improvements proposed above, a 100 fold increase in the speed of the solutions can be achieved. With these two concepts in mind it appears only necessary to show that run times can be kept under 50 seconds. However, scientific research has a tendency to insert safety factors into the problem formulation. With that in mind, this work will assume that the advancements and improvements mentioned above will only speed up the run times by a factor of 50 in erefore, it will be necessary to show that solution times can be kept under 25 seconds.
It is important to remember that no vehicle has to be sent out on a mission cold, with no idea what trajectory to follow initially. The time before the start of a mission can be used to calculate an initial trajectory with no limits on the run time. This initial trajectory would not have a bias to speed up its solution, nor would a bias be necessary. However, once the vehicle starts its mission, it must be able to autonomously update its trajectory in real-time. The initial trajectory (solved offline) can be used as a bias for the next calculation (solved online), and each subsequent solution can be used to bias the next solution. By biasing the solutions, the run times can be brought down to the desired level, allowing for continued real-time operation. As a preliminary example we look at the solution of Figure 25 . The run time to solve that formulation using 60 nodes with no bias was 34.31 seconds. When the 60 node trajectory is used as a bias, the run time drops to 2.17 seconds, which is more than lo l-time operation. This is greater than a 15x speed-up from the original 'no bias' problem. The next step is to show how a bias speeds up the solution to a more complicated problem. The obstacle rich environm 
in it can be seen that using a bias speeds up the run time to well within the standard r real-time (online) operation.
A 60 node solution was obtained with no bias and is shown as Figure 27 . The run time for this calculation was 37.89 seconds. The resulting trajectory in Figure 27 was used as the bias for another 60 node run, which resulted in a run time of 2.48 seconds. Aga fo of Section III.A. The goal is to show that with a different problem formulation the same end result can be achieved.
V. An Alternate Problem Formulation
The purpose of this section is to show that there is not just one way to formulate the Optimal Control problem. Any conceivable formulation can be used as long as all dynamics and constraints are clearly defined, the functions are smooth (continuous and differentiable), and the equations and variables are well scaled and balanced. The same vehicle (Figure 1 ) will be used along with the original sideways maneuver 
B. Verification and Validation
This new Optimal Control problem formulation was solved numerically using DIDO 15 . A 100 node solution was obtained, and the overall maneuver time (cost) was 8.19 sec. Figure 28 shows the complete maneuver, while Figures 29 and 30 show the state and control trajectories respectively. Notice that the maneuver time is slightly longer than in the original problem formulation, and the trajectory is different due to the fact that it solved for a different extremal (not unusual given the fact that it is an alternate problem formulation). But the most important thing to see here is that the end result is the same; the vehicle has moved to its right by 1m, and the cost was relatively equal. Similar to the formulation in section III, a thorough feasibility and optimality analysis was conducted that verified the feasibility and optimality of the solution. The complete analysis is omitted for the sake of brevity.
VI. One Last Scenario
The intent here is to demonstrate the issues discussed thus far through an obstacle rich scenario that requires considerable maneuvering to reach the goal. Figure 31 shows the trajectory of a vehicle using the original formulation and the endpoint conditions provided by equation set (35). 
VII. Conclusions
This paper presents two different optimal control problem formulations that can be used to solve various trajectory planning scenarios for control of a UGV, which shows that there is more than one way to solve an optimal control problem. The idea of adding another layer of control to the UGV model was presented as a way of smoothing out the controls necessary for state propagation and for implementation on an actual UGV. Numerous observations were presented regarding vehicle orientations, endpoint constraints, obstacle modeling and avoidance, and computational complexity. It is shown that there is not just one way to solve a problem, and the approach to solving a problem can be as important as the problem itself.
Follow-on trajectory planning research can be found in References 20 and 21.
